Guidelines for Development of the DNP Scholarly Project

Jennifer J. Coleman, PhD, RN, CNE, COI; John D. Lundeen, EdD, RN, CNE, COI; Gretchen S. McDaniel, PhD, RN, CNE

To discuss our school’s revision of the guidelines for the DNP project.

Overview of the framework used to guide the DNP Project.

Conclude with overall strength of evidence to impact change.

SQUIRE 2.0 guidelines used as framework for rubric.

Determination of Need for IRB form submitted with proposal paper as DNP Project 2.

We identified a need for revised DNP project guidelines as our school began offering RN-DNP and BSN-DNP pathways.

Focused direction and expert guidance foster multiple ways of thinking.

Students desire clear guidelines for the development of the DNP project.

The DNP Project Team Leader retains final authority for approval of the project and may choose to reject the proposal.

Initial implementation of project guidelines

Based on logic or custom methodology, the IRB form will be submitted to the DNP Project Team Leader prior to implementation of the project.
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Guides development of robust projects that impact clinical nursing practice and health outcomes.
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